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Walla Walla Treaty of 1855 Lesson Plan 
 
This lesson will focus on the Central Historical Question: Why did the tribes of the 
Columbia Plateau enter a Treaty that ceded millions of acres of their lands to the United 
States? 
 
Materials: 

• Walla Walla Treaty Timeline 
• PowerPoint for Intro Lecture 
• Copies of Historian Interpretations 
• Copies of Graphic Organizer 
• Copies of Council Minutes (Modified) 
• Copies of Treaty of 1855 (Modified) 
• Copies of Guiding Questions 

 
Plan of Instruction: 
NOTE: This lesson may work better if documents are distributed and read prior to the 
class session.  
 

I. Start with 20-minute PowerPoint Introduction 
 
PP1: Show map of indigenous Columbia Plateau pre-contact: You are looking at a 
map of the cultural tribes that have inhabited the land between the Rocky Mountains 
and the Cascades for thousands of years.  
 
Discuss some of the features of the map: The area encompassing the Columbia 
Plateau ecoregion includes parts of Oregon, Idaho, most of the interior of Washington 
and extends into Canada [approx. 13,000 square miles]. It includes the largest river in 
the Northwest, the Columbia, which runs northwest and then south into the US state of 
Washington, turning west it forms the border for Washington and Oregon, and empties 
into the Pacific Ocean.  [Ask students: Have you been to this part of Washington? How 
would describe this landscape - urban, rural, forested or farmland?  Dry or humid 
climate? Possible answers- checkerboard pattern of wheat fields, fertile valleys, dry 
sagebrush country, numerous dams, high plateau, Reservations.  Then ask: Would you 
call this a “managed” landscape? What about pre-European contact?  Do you think the 
people living here thousands of years ago were altering the environment? If so, how? 
The idea is to get students thinking about the ways the indigenous population adapted 
and altered their environment to meet the needs of their people.] 
 
 

http://www.historylink.org/File/8129
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Point out the following on the map: 
 
Inhabited for thousands of years, this was not “empty space” - For thousands of 
years the people who inhabited this region subsisted by moving in seasonal patterns 
returning annually to traditional food gathering sites: fishing along the many tributaries 
that meander across the land, digging for camas bulbs (dried, ground and used as a 
flour), gathering berries, and hunting for deer and elk. Estimates of the population prior 
to contact range from 50,000 to more than 150,000.1  
 
Place names reveal it was not a “free space” – Family connections usually based on 
the out-marriage of women secured a village’s right to return to distinct territories during 
these seasonal migrations for fishing and food gathering.2  The place names reveal how 
the indigenous people saw themselves in relation to the land.  The maps in “They Are 
not Forgotten” tell us that naming conventions, like Walla Walla [which means “many 
small streams”] were based on traditional land use patterns.  The Walla Walla Valley, a 
broad, fertile valley with many rivers bisecting it, was a transportation and 
communication hub for the various bands who gathered seasonally to trade and fish in 
the area. According to the historian Bruce Rigsby, place names “tell us that the Indian 
people occupied the land and that they used and enjoyed it – indeed, they possessed 
and owned it.” 3 
 
Not “tribes” – Clarify that that names on this cultural map indicate “tribal” occupancy,” 
but the fishing, hunting and gathering sites were historically used by several bands of 
people living in the area. Families from different bands inter-married making the borders 
between villages (and “tribes”) more porous than what is depicted on this map.  The 
creation of “tribes” confined to specific areas occurred after the signing of the Treaty. 
 
PP2: Walla Walla Treaty Rock 
In 1855 a treaty council was held in Walla Walla Valley between Governor Isaac 
Stevens of Washington Territory, Superintendent of Indian Affairs Joel Palmer of 
Oregon Territory and many of the Columbia Plateau tribes. The Council opened on May 
29,1855 and concluded almost two-weeks later on June 11. Several thousand Native 
Americans were present, along with Governor Stevens, Superintendent Palmer and a 
detachment of soldiers. The location of the exact grounds of the Treaty Council of 1855 
in not clear, but using Steven’s reports, we can confirm that it was in the vicinity of the 
north bank of Mill Creek, which although straightened and channelized, still runs 
through downtown Walla Walla.  

                                                
1 Cebula, Larry. Plateua Indians and the Quest for Spiritual Power, p. 9.   
2 White, Richard. The Organic Machine, pp. 21-22. 
3 Rigsby, Bruce. “This is How it Was,” in They Are Not Forgotten, p. XIII. 
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The plaque in this photo was placed in 1925 by the Narcissa Prentiss Chapter of the 
Daughters of the American Republic. 
 
PP3: Map of Columbia Plateau Reservations:  The council resulted in the signing of 
three treaties, establishing the Yakama, Nez Perce, and Umatilla Indian Reservations, 
and the ceding of all remaining tribal lands to the United States.  
 
Today we’re going to read the official record of the Council Meeting Minutes, along with 
several historical interpretations to try to answer the Central Historical Question: Why 
did the Columbia Plateau tribes enter into an agreement with the U.S. government that 
dispossessed them of their lands and created reservations? 
 

II. Distribute the 1855 Walla Walla Timeline and review major events.   

Note: This lesson assumes some understanding of the policy of Indian Removal and 
the emergence of a Reservation System. 

• 1830s - Indian Removal was based on the idea that the old idea of “civilizing” 
Indians was never going to succeed. The solution was to use Treaties to remove 
Native Americans from their homeland and resettle them in areas further West. 
By 1855, this was no longer an option. The land to the West had been settled, 
thus posing a new “problem” - How to encourage Indians to live within clearly 
defined zones to allow for white settlement? The solution, beginning in 1851, was 
to use treaties to gain legal rights to the land without conflict.  

Ask students: Based on the Timeline, why might the Columbia Plateau tribes sign an 
agreement with the U.S. government that dispossessed them of their land? 
 
Possible answers: They feared settlers would take their land. They were vulnerable 
because of numerous outbreaks of disease. They were hoping the federal government 
would provide some protection from settlers. They didn’t understand the treaty. 
 

III. Distribute Historian Interpretations and Graphic Organizer 
 
Have students fill-out graphic organizers in groups. 
 

IV. Distribute Council Minutes (Modified) 
 
Have students answer guiding questions in pairs. 
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V. Class Discussion: 
 

1. Why did Stevens and Palmer say they wanted to create this Treaty? 
 

2. Why do you think the appointed chiefs agreed to a Treaty that resulted in the 
establishment of the Yakama, Nez Perce, and Umatilla Indian Reservations? 

 
3. What was happening at the time (refer to the timeline) that might give us some 

context for understanding their reasons for signing the Treaty? 
 

4. Should we judge the creation of the reservation system, and everything that 
followed, based on what we know today? [Depending on the direction of this 
conversation, you might also inquire about the problematic relationship with the 
U.S. government, which persists up to the present – dependency, distrust and 
misunderstandings.] 

 
5. Long term, how have Native Americans used this Treaty, and with it their 

inherent legal rights, to decide what happens to their land, their waters, air, and 
sacred sites? 
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Historian Interpretation #1 
 
The worst fears of the natives were confirmed in 1853 by the arrival of Isaac Stevens, 
first governor of Washington Territory. Ambitious and impatient, Stevens sought a quick 
solution to the “indian Problem” by confining the natives to a series of reservations. In 
1855 Stevens met with leaders of the major Plateau tribes in a grand council at Walla 
Walla. The Indians had previously agreed among themselves not to sign any treaties 
that surrended land. But with bribes and bluster Stevens broke the unity of the tribes 
and persuaded many to sign a treaty that confined the Plateau Indians to three major 
reservations. It was, Stevens reported, “a most satisfactory” council. 
 
Source: Larry Cebula, Plateau Indians and the the Quest for Spiritual Power, 1700-1850, 2003. p. 
130. 
 
 
Historian Interpreation #2 
 
From what I understand of Natitayt law and custom in 1855, I do not believe that the 
cession of lands was a proper act, but the Natitayt [“people” in the Walla Walla Sahaptin 
language] generally wanted to avoid war. Thus they tried to secure the best situation for 
themselves as peoples (and in some instances as individuals) by accommodating the 
American custom of providing for access to land and resources by formal treaty. I 
believe the Natitayt did view the treaties as solemn covenants with the American 
government. But I doubt that they realized the Americans thought that the treaties 
consisted only of what was recorded in writing. The Natitayt would have regarded all 
that was said and agreed by talk at the council as binding on all parties. 
 
Source: Bruce Rigsby, “The Stevens Treaties, Indian Claims Commission Docket 264, and the 
Ancient One known as Kennewick Man,” in The Power of Promises edited by Alexandra Harmon, 
2008. p. 253. 
 
Historian Interpreation #3 
 
Over the days of the council, Stevens and Palmer made repeated claims about new 
homes, farmland, schools, clothing, tools, and so on, all of which would be given to the 
tribes. They would still be able to hunt buffalo, dig roots and continue their customs; the 
treaties would not interfere with their way of life…For each concern or objection made 
by a chief, Stevens or Palmer had an answer or rejoinder, assuring the speaker that the 
government had only their best interests at heart… 
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While some speculated that a backroom deal must have been made, the coming 
months would reveal the actual reasons the chiefs suddenly agreed to sign the treaty: 
few of them believed Steven’s promises, they had no intention of giving up their 
homeland, and they viewed the treaty as sham transactions…In truth, many of them 
were willing to buy time and prepare for war. Later, Yakama chiefs Owhi and Teias 
would tell Colonel Wright that the Walla Walla Treaty was forced on them by Stevens 
and was a direct cause of hostilities.  
 
Source: Donald Cutler, Hang Them All: George Wright and the Plateau Indian War, 2016. pp. 66, 71 
and 72. 
 
Historian Interpretation #4 
 
Many campaigns were instigated as a direct result of a military policy of total 
annihilation of the Indian. Pressure of white settlers for more land, demanded that 
reservations be reduced in size, they argued, Indians were a dying race and didn’t need 
all the land set aside for them. The result was the loss of the best lands, the richest soil, 
the richest forests. Treaty after treaties were negotiated, forcing alienation upon Indians 
from their lands and homes. Treaties dealt with land purchase from Indians for paltry 
pennies, and exchange of rations to some. Treaties provided for education and learning 
the white man’s ways of farming; farming on lands that today’s farmer with the most 
modern scientific knowledge and equipment is hard pressed to make a living on.  The 
obligations and responsibilities of the Government to the Indian today are a result of 
these treaties.  
 
Source: “Speeches and Records of the Commemorative Program and other features of the Stevens 
Treaty Council Centennial Observance, 1855 - 1955,” June 11, 1955. Stevens Treaty Council of 
1855 Centennial Collection, Whitman College. http://arminda.whitman.edu/stevens_centennial  

Historian Interpretation #5 

For us, land was not a thing to be traded, as pointed out by Piyopiyo Maqsmaqs in the 
1855 Council proceedings: “Goods and Earth are not equal; goods are for using on the 
Earth.” But the Treaty commissioners, who said they had the intent “to preserve peace 
and protect” the people, pressed tribal headmen to choose a place to live before the 
land was filled up with “whites.” To compel a decision, they talked about the recent 
discovery of gold north of the homeland, saying that their “people are very fond of it,” 
and they talked about the flood of settlers the railroad would bring. They proposed 
where the people should go and pushed them to decide quickly…We all understand that 
our ancestors made the Treaty so that we may continue our way of life without end. 

Source: Thomas Morning Owl and Roberta Connor, “They Are Cutting Up the Marked Land,” in Caw 
Pawa Laakni: They Are Not Forgotten, 2015. Pp. 49, 53. 
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Central Historical Question:  Why did the people of the Columbia Plateau sign the 
Treaty that created reservations? 
 
 
 According to this 

interpretation, were 
the people of the 
Columbia Plateau 
forced to sign the 
Treaty? 

If yes, how were they forced to sign it? 
If not, why did they sign it?  
Refer to specific evidence in the 
interpretation.  

Historian #1 
(Cebula) 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Historian #2 
(Rigsby) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Historian #3 
(Cutler) 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

Historian #4 
(Centennial 
Observance) 
 
 
 

  

Historian #5 
(Connor) 
 
 
 
 

  

 



Central Historical Question:
Why did the tribes of the Columbia Plateau 
enter a Treaty that ceded millions of acres of 
their lands to the United States?

http://www.historylink.org/File/8129


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Map of Great Basin Indian People, Encyclopædia Britannica, copyrighted 1994-2017 by Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. https://www.britannica.com/topic/Great-Basin-Indian



Walla Walla Treaty Council Stone
Precise location of the Treaty Grounds is still 
unknown. This marker is at Palouse & Alder.

The marker there reads, “Near this site May 29 to June 11, 1855 
was held the Great Indian Council by Governor Isaac Ingalls 
Stevens with chiefs of the Nez Perce, Yakima, Cayuse and Walla 
Walla Indian Tribes of Washington, Oregon and Idaho. Placed 
1925 by Narcissa Prentiss Chapter D.A.R., Walla Walla.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Personal Photos



Reservations and ceded lands 
of the Columbia River Inter-
Tribal Fish Commission

The Nez Perce, Umatilla, Warm Springs 
and Yakama tribes each entered into a 
treaty with the US government that 
ceded millions of acres of their lands to 
the United States.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Map from the Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission http://www.critfc.org/member_tribes_overview/



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yakama Indian Reservation



Walla Walla Treaty Timeline 
 

 
1770-
1800 

Period of the first significant outbreaks of smallpox among the Plateau 
Indians as a result of trade with Plains Indians. 
 

1800-
1820s
  

Fur traders bring tools (knives, metal pots, guns) that improve quality 
of life, but also introduce new diseases: cholera, influenza and 
malaria. 
 

1830s Protestant and Catholic Missionaries arrive on the Columbian Plateau 
to stay. 
 

1834 Congress passes an Act requiring treaty making with Indians in all 
territory west of the Mississippi. 
 

1840s Oregon settlers begin streaming across the Plateau en route to the 
Willamette Valley. Some of the farmers passing through settle on the 
Columbia Plateau. 
 

1846 Britain and the United States sign the Washington Treaty to divide the 
Pacific Northwest at the 49th parallel.  
 

1848 Oregon militia seeks vengeance for the murder of Narcissa and 
Marcus Whitman. They destroy the Cayuses’ horses, cattle, and 
cached food. Malaria decimates the majority of the tribe. 
 

1850 Oregon Donation Land Act provides free land to settlers.  
New treaty system used to legally move Indians onto reservations. 
 

1850s Some of the farmers streaming across the Plateau en route to the 
Willamette Valley choose to stay east of the Cascades. 
 

1853 Washington Territory is established separate from Oregon Territory.   
 

1855 Walla Walla Treaty signed by Columbia Plateau tribes. The Treaty 
cedes approximately 92% of their homeland to the U.S. government. 
 
Fighting breaks out between the Oregon Volunteer militia and the 
Walla Wallas. Head Chief, PeoPeoMoxMox, is killed while negotiating 
for his people under a flag of truce. 
 

1859 Walla Walla Treaty ratified by Congress.  The Treaty results in many 
of the Walla Walla, Umatilla, Cayuse, Yakama, and Nez Perce people 
being forced onto reservations that still exist today. 
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Guiding Questions: Proceedings at the Council, Walla Walla Valley, 1855  
 
May 29th – May 31st: 
 

1. According to Stevens, how were the proceedings translated? Why might 
we question this source? 
 

 
2. According to Stevens, why did the Indians need protection? 

 
 

3. According to Stevens, what would the tribes be given in exchange for the 
land? 

 
 

4. According to Palmer, who were the “bad men”? 
 
 

5. Based on these excerpts of the Council Minutes, why did the appointed 
chiefs agree to the Treaty of Walla Walla? 
 

 
June 2nd – June 9th: 
 

1. According to Peopeo-Moxmox, why wasn’t the exchange of goods for land 
a fair exchange? 

 
 

2. According to Stevens, why was it “proper” to place different tribes on the 
same reservation? 
 

 
3. According to Stevens, how would the U.S. government pay for this land? 

 
 

4. According to Palmer, what were some of the other benefits the tribes 
would receive as part of this land transfer? 

 
 

5. According to Young Chief and Looking Glass, what was the benefit to the 
tribes? What problems did they identify at the Council Meeting? 
 

6. Based on these excerpts of the Council Minutes, why did the appointed 
chiefs agree to the Treaty of Walla Walla? 
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Original Minutes of the Official Proceedings at the Council in Walla Walla 
Valley which Culminated in the Stevens Treaty of 1855. [EXCERPTED] 

May 29th, Tuesday.  

After the pipe had been smoked sometime, Gov. Stevens said: 

When you cannot understand what we say to you, stop us and we will repeat it. 

Each interpreter will now be sworn to be a faithful interpreter…Gov. Stevens 
then said: My children, the interpreters have each taken a solemn oath on the 
presence of Almighty God, to be true and faithful interpreters. I will now read the 
form of the oath. (and it was read as above). 

May 30th, Wednesday. 

Gov. Stevens Said. My Children: The Great Father therefore desires to make 
arrangements so you can be protected from these bad white men, and so they 
can be punished for their misdeeds; and the Great Father expects you will treat 
his white children as he will make a law they shall treat you. We are now in 
council to see if we can arrange the terms which will carry this into effect… 

This brings us now to the question. What shall we do at this council? We want 
you and ourselves to agree upon tracts of land where you will live; in these tracts 
of land we want each man who will work to have his own land, his own horses, 
his own cattle, and his own home for himself and his children. 

On each tract we want an agent to live who shall be your brother, and who shall 
protect you from bad white men. I shall speak more of this subject by and by… 

May 31st. Thursday. 

Gov. Stevens Said, My children…I said yesterday this would only be a part of 
the payment. We want also for a certain number of years to furnish you with 
some clothing, clothing for your men, your women and your children. 

I will mention only some of the principal articles; there will be blankets and cloth 
for leggings, clothes made, shirts and other articles for the men and boys; there 
will also be blankets and shawls and calicos and shirting and other articles for the 
women and girls. The particular articles however will be agreed upon between 
yourselves each year; you may want certain articles one year, and different 
articles the next. 

Besides clothing we would wish to furnish you with tools and implements for the 
shops; for the blacksmith; for the wheelwright, for the tin-smith and such other 
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tools as you might need; we also want to provide you with tools for your farms, 
with ploughs and hoes and shovels and when you get further advanced with 
reapers and all the implements the white man has; we want in your houses 
plates and cups and brass and tin kettles; frying pans to cook your meat and 
bake ovens to bake your bread, like white people. 

I have told you about the mill to grind wheat and corn, and about the mill to saw 
boards and lumber, and that we should employ carpenters in your service. 

We want you by and by to live in houses and we shall furnish you with a mill to 
saw lumber, and with carpenters, and your own people by and by will become 
carpenters and then you will have houses; all this for a term of years. Then we 
hope that all you people, every family will have its farm, its cattle, its horses, and 
I trust, its sheep; then I said you will have your own teachers and your own 
schools; you will have your own smiths, your own wheelwrights, your own 
carpenters, your own physicians and lawyers and other learned men... 

We do not want you to agree not to get roots and berries, and not to go off to the 
Buffalo; we want you to have your roots and to get your berries, and to kill your 
game; we want you if you wish to mount your horses and go to the Buffalo plains, 
and we want more; we want you to have peace there. What has disturbed you on 
these plains? The Blackfeet tribe of Indians who stole your horses and murdered 
your grown people and your children; we want that to cease forever… a part of 
them promised me two years ago not to make war upon you, and those have 
kept their promise; …they promised to meet you in council this year and make 
peace with you, to murder no longer your people, to steal no longer your 
horses… If we can agree here, this you will be able to say to the Blackfeet, and 
the Blackfeet will say, we will cut old bulls no longer, we will not starve, we will 
not die of cold, we will do as you have done, we will be friends, we will chase the 
Buffalo together on the plains, we will be friends forever. 

Gen’l Palmer Said. We have some people whose hearts are bad, who violate 
our laws; we have men who are afraid to live in the settlements, they seek 
opportunities to go among people at a distance, among the Indians;…It is these 
men I am told who would rob you of your property, who are giving you advice not 
to treat with us; whose counsels do you prefer to take? These men who would 
rob you, or ours who come to befriend you? These men who came here are 
strangers to you with smooth tongues, they care nothing about the truth. I don’t 
mean to say that all who come among you are bad men; I am afraid there are a 
few of these young men who come to live among you and wish to get your 
women, not because they desire your women but because they want your 
horses; they will come and remain among you a few years, get a woman and 
raise children, but when they get a band of horses around them, they will be off 
and leave the women and children without anything; I have been told that one of 
these men has been in your camp since we have been holding this council, 
advising you to have nothing to do with us; these men you cannot tell always who 
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they are, but all such men need watching; you will now be able to judge who are 
your friends, such men, or myself and my brother who have come here to act for 
your good… 

June 2nd. Saturday. 

Pee-o-pee-mox-a-mox [for the Walla Wallas] Said. …You see this earth that 
we are sitting on; this country is small in all directions…From what you have said 
I think you intend to win our country, or how is it to be? In one day the Americans 
become as numerous as the grass; this I learned in California; I know that is not 
right. You have spoken in a round about way; speak straight. I have ears to hear 
you and here is my heart. Suppose you show me goods shall I run up and take 
them? That is the way we are, we Indians, as you know us. Goods and the Earth 
are not equal; goods are for using on the Earth. I do not know where they have 
given lands for goods. 

We require time to think, quietly, slowly... I do not wish you to reply today, think 
over what I have said.  

June 4th. Monday. 

Gov. Stevens Said. Pee-o-pee-mox-a-mox said on Saturday, he had listened 
patiently to all we had said, and hoped we would listen patiently when any Indian 
spoke. We listened patiently on Saturday, we shall listen patiently today; we want 
you to open your hearts and speak freely. 

After a long pause the Lawyer [Chief of the Nez Perce] said. If you will designate 
some one to speak first he will speak. If you do not they will sit here all day 
without speaking. 

Gov. Stevens Said. We expect the Head Chiefs know the hearts of their people. 
We will be glad to hear the Lawyer speak. 

Pee-o-pee-mox-a-mox Said. I do not know what they (the interpreters) have 
said. My heart was heavy, my heart has to separate so, that was my heart. I do 
not know for what lands they (the Interpreters) have spoken. If they had 
mentioned the lands that had spoken of then I should have understood them. Let 
it be as you propose, so the Indians have a place to live, a line as though it was 
fenced in, where no white man can go…If you say it shall be so then all these 
Indians will say yes. Although that you have said the whites are like the wind: 
You cannot stop them, you make good what you have promised. 

Gov. Stevens said: My brother, if any of you wish to speak today, I will still be 
silent. Is there anyone who wishes to speak now? If not, I will go on. We have 
listened to you carefully. We think we know your hearts…You are willing to make 
a bargain. You want to know exactly the terms. We have promised mills, shops, 
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schools, teachers, farmers, and all the other things for a term of years. You want 
to know how many years. We have promised you as the other part of the 
payment clothing for yourselves, your wives, and your children; tools and 
implements for your farms and shops and articles for your house. 

You want to know how much clothing. How many implements and tools and 
articles for your farms, your shops, and your houses; and how many years will 
you have them? 

Before I answer that, I will answer another question which you have asked me. 
You want to know where your Reservations are to be. What is the ground we 
have in view for you. I will explain this matter freely. 

Here are the Nes Perses, Cayuses, Walla Wallas, Yakamas and Umatillas and 
bands on both sides the Great river to below the Dalles…[Description of 
reservations follow…] I will give briefly the reason for selecting these two 
Reservations. We think they are large enough to furnish each man and each 
family with a farm, and grazing for all your animals. There is especially in winter 
grazing on each Reservation. There is plenty of Salmon on these Reservations, 
there are roots and berries. There is also some game. You will be near the Great 
Road and can take your horses and your cattle down the river and to the Sound 
to market. 

Though near to the great roads, you are a little off from them, and you will not be 
liable to be troubled by travellers passing through. 

We can better protect you from bad white men there. We can better prevent the 
trader and the preacher all in one man going there. We can better prevent bad 
men telling you to dance, and cheating you with lies. We can better stop the thief 
who comes to steal your horses. Your horses will be saved to you and there will 
be no thieves to throw into hell-fire. 

You may ask, why so many tribes on one Reservation, and how is it proper to 
place them on the Reservation? 

We want as many tribes together as can be taken care of by one agent. We can 
do more with the same means; this is a matter I wish to explain fully, and also 
about the payment in clothing, etc., which I mentioned in the first part of what I 
said, I will speak no more today, but speak tomorrow. Think over what I have 
said and hear the rest tomorrow.  

June 5th, Tuesday. 

Gov. Stevens said: Here (showing a draft on a large scale) is a map of the 
Reservation. There is the Snake River. There is the Clear Water river. Here is the 
Salmon river. Here is the Grande Ronde river. There is the Palouse river. There 
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is the El-pow-wow-wee…[map description follows]…Each tribe will have its own 
place on the Reservation. The Spokanes will have their place and their home. 
The Nes Perses their place and their home. The Walla Wallas their place and 
their home. The Cayuse and the Umatillas their place and their home. 

The Spokanes will have a blacksmith, a school, and a farmer. The Walla Wallas 
will have a blacksmith, a school, and a farmer. The Cayuse and Umatillas will 
have a blacksmith, a school, and a farmer. The Nes Perses are more numerous, 
they will have two blacksmiths, two schools, and two farmers… 

Here (showing the map) you will be on one Reservation with equal rights under 
one Agent, and the same provisions for your welfare. But each tribe has its head 
chief. A chief takes care of his people. He people listen to him. He devotes his 
time, his very life to their good…They will not work for themselves, they will work 
for you. We shall therefore give the Head Chief of each tribe Five Hundred 
Dollars a year for 20 years to be paid in cash. 

Now I will tell you the payments that will be made provided you are placed on 
one Reservation. If you go on different Reservations different provisions will be 
made. Well, you all go on one Reservation, Spokanes, Nes Perses, Walla 
Wallas, Cayuses and Umatillas; we shall spend a certain amount in moving you 
onto the Reservation, in breaking up and fencing your farms, in building houses 
for your cheifs, your sub-cheifs and your people, in cooking utensils for your 
houses, in milk pans and churns, in a good supply of blankets and clothing. In all 
these things we will expend for you, One Hundred Thousand Dollars. This will be 
done the fist year you go on the Reservation. 

Now, if any man gives up a tract of land in going onto the Reservation, he will 
have the same thing done for him that is done for all the rest and he will have, in 
addition, his improvements made good to him on the Reservation or the value of 
them paid to him in cash, as he may desire. 

The other payments extend through twenty years. Two Hundred and Fifty 
Thousand Dollars. We do not want to spend this amount or much of it in cash, 
and I want my friend Pee-o-pee-mox-a-mox and the other chiefs to listen while I 
give the reason. I ask all the chiefs to hear my reasons and think of them. 

Gen’l Palmer Said. My brother has stated that you will be permitted to travel the 
roads outside the Reservation. We have some kind of roads which perhaps you 
have never seen; we may wish to make one of the roads from the settlements 
east of the mountains to our settlements here; they may desire to run that road 
through your Reservation; if we desire to do so we wish that privilege; that kind of 
road we call a railroad. I will try and explain to you the way in which we make 
such roads…Now if our chief desires to construct such a road through your 
country we want you to agree that he shall have the privilege. You would have 
the benefit of it as well as other people. 
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We have another improvement that I wish to speak to you about, it is called a 
Telegraph…You may not understand them now, but when you know as much as 
the white man you will. 

Now as we give you the privilege of traveling over roads, we want the privilege of 
making and traveling roads through your country, but whatever roads we make 
through your country will not be for your injury. 

Stachas [for the Nez Perce] Said. My friends I wish to show you my mind, 
interpret right for me. How is it I have been troubled in mind? If your mothers 
were here in this country who gave you birth, and suckled you, and while you 
were sucking some person came and took away your mother and left you alone 
and sold your mother, how would you feel then? This is our mother this country, 
as if we drew our living from her…That is all I have to say. 

After a long pause-- 

Gov. Stevens Said. My brothers, if you do not feel inclined to speak today, we 
will come together again tomorrow. 

We want the cheifs and the people to speak freely as Stachus has done. We will 
think of what Stachus has said. We could give our reasons now but we are all 
tired. We will tomorrow after you have spoken, state what we think. Come early 
in the morning and let us see if we cannot agree before night. 

The Council is adjourned till 9 o’clock tomorrow. 

Five Crows [for the Nez Perce] Said. I am as it were without thinking yet. I 
require time to think and then I will answer. 

Thursday, June 7th. 

Pe-pe-mux-mux...I do not know what is strait [sic]. I do not see the offer you 
have made to the Indians. I never saw these things with my father. My heart cried 
very hard when you first spoke to me, the same as if I was a feather... The whites 
may travel in all directions through my country we shall have nothing to say to 
them providing they do not build houses on our land... 

Gen. Palmer.  Gold has been found in the country above yours. Our people are 
very fond of it. When our people hear this they will come here by hundreds, 
among these who come there will be some bad people, those bad people will 
steal your horses and cattle. There are but few of you, you cannot prevent it 
when you are scattered over a great extent of country, you cannot prevent it: but 
if you are living in these reservations we can protect you and your property. Then 
why should you refuse to receive our talk and refuse to allow us to protect you? 
…We want to help you to put food into your lodges and homes. We want to help 
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you to get clothes and blankets to cover you from the storm; we want to help you 
to get arms and ammunition to kill game; we want to open your eyes and give 
you light that you may see. We want to make you a good people. 

Woa-lish-wam-pum [for the Cayuse] I have got only two thing to say. I have 
listened to your speech without any impression. I did not understand it…The Nez 
Perces have already given you their land. You want us to go there. What can we 
think of that? That is the reason I cannot think of leaving this land to go there. 
Your words since you came here have been crooked. That is all I have to say. 

The Young Chief [for the Cayuse] Said,... I think the land where my forefathers 
are buried should be mine; that is the place that I am speaking for. We will talk 
about it, we shall then know, my brothers, that is what I have to show to you, that 
is what I love the place we get our roots to live upon (meaning the Grand Ronde). 
The Salmon comes up the stream--that is all. 

Saturday, June 9th 

Looking Glass [for the Yakamas] said. I am now going to speak…I have great 
respect for my friends, he sees your eyes and your hearts, and that is the reason 
all this people are his children. Why do you want to separate my children and 
scatter them all over the country? I do not go into your country and scatter your 
children in every direction…I want to know if an Agent will stay up in my country? 

Gov. Stevens As long as there are people. 

Looking Glass Will the Agent be there that long to keep the whites from pushing 
into our country? 

Gen. Palmer said. Certainly…We buy your country and pay you for it and give 
the most of it back to you again. 

Looking Glass. You have said to me that the whites shall not go over that line, 
none shall go into that country and this you said and it is said: And you will show 
to the President what we have said. 

Monday, June 11th. 

Gov. Stevens: My Brothers, the Treaties have now all been signed. They will be 
sent to the President. All the speeches on both sides will be sent to the 
President. The President will see that everything has been fairly explained and 
agreed upon between us. He will see that you have all acted like men here. He 
won’t find any fault even with Looking Glass. 
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Looking Glass came back after a long absents and asked time to look at the 
treaty. Time was given him to think it over. He was satisfied and we find his name 
next to his head chief’s 

I think the President will approve what we have done. We will let you know when 
we hear from him, which will be sometime next year. 

Council Adjourned sine die at three o’clock. 

We hereby certify the above to be a true record of the proceedings. 

SS James Doty, Secty. To Treaties in W. Terry. 

SS Wm. McKay, Secty. To Treaties in O.T. 

Approved 

Isaac Stevens, Gov. & Supt. W.T. 

Joel Palmer, Supt. Ind. Affairs for O.T. 

Source: U.S. Department of the Interior. Bureau of Indian Affairs. Certified Copy 
of the Original Minutes of the Official Proceedings at the Council in Walla Walla 
Valley, Which Culminated in the Stevens Treaty of 1855. Portland, Oregon: 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1953. (copy of original minutes on file in the National 
Archives). https://www.lib.uidaho.edu/mcbeth/governmentdoc/1855council.htm 
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